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First-principles calculations of defects in oxygen-deficient silica exposed to hydrogen

Peter E. Blo¨chl
IBM Research, Zurich Research Laboratory, CH-8803 Ru¨schlikon, Switzerland

~Received 14 January 2000!

Hydrogen-related defects and oxygen vacancies in silica are analyzed using first-principles density-
functional calculations. Energetics, structures, charge-state levels, and hyperfine parameters are determined.
These calculations identify the hydrogen bridge related to theE48 center as the defect responsible for the
stress-induced leakage current, a forerunner of dielectric breakdown of gate oxides in transistors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major concern in silicon technology is the reliability o
CMOS ~complementary metal-oxide semiconductor! devices
as they are scaled to smaller dimensions. Among the m
problems is the stress-induced leakage current~SILC!
through the oxide, which is considered a forerunner of
electric breakdown. Dielectric breakdown determines
lifetime of logical devices. Recent extrapolations1 indicate
that, in order to fulfill the lifetime requirements, the ga
oxide thickness will be limited to 2.2–2.6 nm, which inte
feres with the road map of the Semiconductor Industry A
sociation for the scaling of MOSFET’s~metal-oxide semi-
conductor field-effect transistors! within the next five years.
Understanding the microscopic origin of the detrimental
fects in gate oxides gives rise to the hope that guided m
fications in the process may yield devices that can reliably
extended to smaller structures.

Degradation of MOS structures has been attributed to
drogen diffusing to the oxide-semiconductor interface.2,3 In
this model, hydrogen is released from the metal-oxide in
face by hot electrons and diffuses to the oxid
semiconductor interface, where it depassivates hydrogen
Pb centers, i.e., silicon-dangling-bond defects, right at
semiconductor oxide interface. In addition, low-field leaka
currents are generated by exposure to atomic hydroge4,5

These still uncharacterized defects may be the main caus
the degradation of thin gate oxides. Thus an understandin
the hydrogen chemistry in gate oxides is of utmost imp
tance for the further downscaling of semiconductor devic

In a previous paper6 we have traced the origin of the SILC
back to two defects. That work was based on an exten
investigation of defects in oxides. The defects investiga
were interstitial hydrogen, oxygen vacancies and their co
plexes with hydrogen, their charge states and metast
partners. Here I provide a fuller account of the results,
cluding energetic and structural information on the defe
Furthermore I have calculated charge-state levels, which
fine the stable charge states as a function of the Fermi l
and which determine electron transport. Transition-st
structures and activation energies for the transitions betw
metastable configurations of the defects are presented in
der to understand their interconversion process. Final
give our calculated hyperfine parameters, which exhibit
precedented accuracy and which furthermore allow me
comment on some problems of the underlying theory.
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~10!/6158~22!/$15.00
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Section II describes the computational setup, defines
erence energies, introduces the defect notation, and prov
an overview of the systems investigated. Sections III–V
describe the individual defects in the context of previo
experimental and theoretical findings. A brief summary
given in Sec. VIII.

II. METHODS

The calculations presented here are based on den
functional theory~DFT!,7 using gradient corrections.8,9 Total
energies and structures are calculated using the proje
augmented wave~PAW! method.10 As an all-electron
method, PAW allows the calculation of hyperfine paramet
directly from the all-electron spin density, which allows o
structures to be confirmed by comparing them with expe
ment. Ones projector has been used for hydrogen, twos and
two p projectors for oxygen, and for silicon an addition
d-projector function has been introduced. The wave fu
tions have been expanded up to a plane-wave cutoff of 30
and the density up to 60 Ry.11

The calculations presented here were done ina quartz. I
used a tetragonal supercell containing 24 SiO2 formula units
and having lattice constants of (a,b,c)5(8.59,9.82,10.80)
Å.12,13 A crystalline matrix was chosen because it is a we
defined reference system for the evaluation of relative en
gies, thus avoiding sampling over a large number of differ
sites. It should be kept in mind that the oxide near the int
face is strained, and that the amorphous matrix itself impo
a compressive or tensile strain on individual bonds.

Energies are calculated with respect to a reservoir of
emental silicon,a quartz, and the interstitial hydrogen mo
ecule ina quartz. This choice is motivated on the one ha
by the fact that silica can exchange oxygen atoms with s
con by moving its phase boundary. On the other hand I h
used the interstitial hydrogen molecule, as it is the m
stable form of hydrogen in silica in the absence of oth
structural defects. The chemical potential of the electron
been chosen at the silicon midgap energy, determi
empirically.6 The absolute reference energies are2108.942
eV for silicon, 2442.298 eV for oxygen,215.239 eV for
hydrogen, and 5.438 eV for the electron in silica and 6.3
eV in silicon.

In the following I describe these reference systems a
establish the accuracy of the computational setup by com
ing the results for related bulk and gas-phase systems
6158 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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accurate values from the literature.
Our quartz structure exhibits bond lengths of 1.623 a

1.628 Å , respectively. The bond lengths are 1% longer t
experiment13 and agree with previous calculations15 within
0.1%. Our bond angle is 2° smaller than experiment,13 which
results from the slight expansion in the bond lengths co
pared to experiment. The asymmetry between short and
bonds, 0.3%, is close to the experimental value of 0.5%13

The cohesive energy per molecular unit is 18.97 eV, whic
in good agreement with the experimentally determined va
of 19.23 eV.16 Our gradient-corrected results underbind e
periment by 0.1 eV/atom; calculations without gradie
corrections17 overbind silica by 1 eV per atom.

The chemical potential for electrons is chosen as the
con midgap energy at the Si-SiO2 interface, that is 3.87 eV
above the Kohn-Sham valence band edge of quartz. It sh
be noted that the Kohn-Sham equations yield considera
incorrect band edges. For example the Kohn-Sham band
of silica is 5.757 eV, which is substantially lower than t
true band gap of about 9 eV.18–22The relative position of the
calculated and experimental band edges is discussed in d
in Sec. V.

The reference calculation for silicon has been done i
64-atom supercell using fourk points. This calculation cor-
responds to a 256-atom supercell withG-point sampling. The
Si lattice constant was taken to be 5.43 Å . The atomization
energy of silicon is 4.48 eV without considering zero-po
vibrational corrections, which compares well with the e
perimental cohesive energy of 4.63 eV.23 A smaller calcula-
tion equivalent to 64 atoms withG-point sampling yielded
energies that were 0.1 eV higher per atom, as shown in T
I.

I have calculated the energy to transfer a hydrogen m
ecule from the vacuum into the silicon crystal as 1.13

TABLE I. Energetics of gas phase and bulk energies.Etot is the
DFT total energy in the frozen-core approximation, whereasEref is
the sum of reference energies for all atoms described in the tex
the respective atoms. Zero-point corrections are not included.
Si-midgap energyEF@Si# has been obtained by adding half th
experimental band gap~0.57 eV! to the Kohn-Sham valence ban
top. EF@SiO2# has been chosen 0.2 eV below the thermodyna
1/2 charge-state level of interstitial hydrogen in silica.

Etot @H# Etot2Eref @eV#

O@G# 215.98795 7.243
O2@G# 232.19721 8.465
H@G# 20.49846 1.675
H2@G# 21.16581 21.245
Si@G# 23.83876 4.484
Si8@X# 231.99876 0.806
Si64@X# 2256.22706 0.000
(SiO2)24 2876.28376 0.000
(SiO2)24H2 2877.39827 0.000
Si64(G) 2255.99013 6.447
Si64H2(G) 2257.11449 6.330
Si64H

1(G) 2256.74943 7.380
eF@SiO2# 0.19986 0.000
eF@Si#(G) 0.23354 0.000
eF@Si#(4k) 0.23186 20.046
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~Ref. 24!. This result compares well with that of Van d
Walle, who obtained 0.8 eV.25 The remaining discrepanc
can probably be attributed to the use of different functiona
namely the inclusion of gradient-corrected functionals in
present work. Gradient corrections are extremely sensitiv
the change in surface area during a reaction. Therefore
may get an order of magnitude estimate from the atomiza
energy of a hydrogen molecule. The gradient correction
stabilizes the hydrogen molecule by 0.35 eV~Ref. 9! com-
pared to purely local functionals, in good agreement with
discrepancy found here.

Hence hydrogen molecules are 0.12 eV more stable
silicon than in quartz, where the energy to introduce a
drogen molecule is 1.24 eV. Hydrogen molecules in silic
may serve as alternative reservoir for hydrogen near the
terface if the hydrogen concentration in silicon is know
Note that the binding energy in silica issmaller than that in
silicon, but this may be different in amorphous silica owin
to the variations in cage sizes.

The energy required to split a hydrogen molecule in s
con into two interstitial protons is 0.99 eV per atom, whi
is, as will be shown below, close to the energy of an int
stitial proton in silica. The binding energy of the hydroge
molecule is 4.338 eV, including the zero-point vibration e
ergy of 0.257 eV,26 which compares well with the Becke
Perdew-Wang result of 4.341 eV~Ref. 27! as well as with
the experimental value of 4.488 eV.27

The binding energy of an oxygen molecule is calcula
to be 5.912 eV, including the zero-point vibration energy
0.110 eV,26 which is comparable to the atomization ener
of 5.906 eV,27 obtained with the Becke-Perdew-Wan
gradient-corrected density functional. At 5.116 eV, the e
perimental binding energy is substantially smaller~by 0.795
eV! than the theoretical prediction.

In this work, emphasis is placed on charge-state tra
tions of the defects. We have to differentiate between
thermodynamic charge-state levelse th and the switching
charge-state levelsesw.28 A thermodynamic charge-stat
level corresponds to the Fermi-level position for which
defect changes its charge state in thermal equilibrium. I
obtained as the energy differencee th5E(N11)2E(N) of
two charge states, where each is in the structure of its o
ground state. The energy required to move, for example
electron from the reservoir into an unoccupied charge-s
level is e th2eF , where the thermodynamic charge-sta
level is the energy require to add an electron and the Fe
level eF is the energy required to remove an electron fro
the reservoir. Electrical measurements and electron trans
processes, however, are fast compared to the thermal
proach to equilibrium. Hence I define switching levels as
electron or hole energy required either to charge or to
charge a defect in a tunneling process consistent with
Frank-Condon principle, i.e., without allowing any rela
ation of the atomic structure. These levels are obtained fr
the total energy difference of two charge states in the str
ture of one charge state. Hence the direction of the charg
process matters: For example, the 0/2 level denotes the en
ergy required to add an electron to the neutral defect, and
2/0 level denotes the energy of the electron when it lea
the negative charge state. The 0/2 level obtained is
esw(0/2)5E(2)2E(0) in the atomic structure of the neu
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TABLE II. Properties of isotopes with nonzero spin and conversion factors~Ref. 31!. S is the nuclear
spin,M the magnetic moment,DB the hyperfine splitting, andBN the magnetic field of the electron spin a
the nuclear site.mN55.050 787310227 J/T is the nuclear magneton.

Nucleus Nat. abundance S @\# M @mN# DB/BN3103

e 1/2 1838.28
1H 99.985% 1/2 2.79284 3.04206
17O 0.05% 5/2 21.8938 20.412558
29Si 4.67% 1/2 20.5553 20.604844
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tral charge state, whereas the2/0 switching level is obtained
by the same expression using the structure of the nega
charge state.

There is a chemical analogy between charge-state le
and reaction events. The reaction in this case is the tran
of an electron to or from the reservoir. Like a reaction fr
energy, the thermodynamic charge-state level determines
concentration of charge defects in thermal equilibrium. T
switching charge-state level on the other hand correspond
the activation energy for that reaction.

For charged systems a charge-compensating backgr
has been automatically added. Except when stated otherw
our numbers have not been corrected for the interaction
the charged defect with the compensating background o
periodic images. A conservative estimate of the error can
obtained from a simple model29 in which the unit cell is
approximated by a sphere of equal volume, and the cha
defect by a point charge in the center of the sphere.
comparing this system with the energy of an isolated po
charge, an estimate of the electrostatic interaction betw
the periodic images is obtained. The unperturbed silica
described by a dielectric with a dielectric constant ofe r
54.48.14 The sphere radius isr c56.01 Å . The total energy
of a point charge with total charge2N, interacting with the
positive charge background and the self-interaction of
compensating background, yieldsDE59N2/(10e r r c), which
should be added to our energies. For singly charged def
the correction predicts energies to be higher byDE50.48
eV, which is to be taken as an error bar on our calcula
energies.

Energy levels are affected such that our calculated 02
and2/0 levels need to be corrected upward by 0.48 eV, a
the1/0 and 0/1 levels downward by the same amount. T
relaxation energies of switching levels, i.e.,e0/22e2/0 and
e1/02e0/1 , are unaffected by the correction. Similarly th
1/2 levels are not affected by the background.

Hyperfine parameters result from the interaction betw
the nuclear spin with the electron-spin distribution,

E5(
i , j

Si
eAi , jSj

N , ~1!

where Si
e are the components of the electron spin andSj

N

those of the nuclear spin. The hyperfine coupling constanA
is given by

Ai , j5
uMeuuMNu

uSeuuSNu
S 2m0

3
d i , jE drdT~r !ns~r !

1
m0

4pE d3r
ns~r !

r 3

3r i r j2d i , j r
2

r 2 D , ~2!
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where the electron coordinater is taken relative to the posi
tion of the nucleus, andMe and MN are the electronic and
the nuclear magnetic moment.30 dT(r ) is a smeared outd
function as described in the Appendix.ns(r )5n↑2n↓ is the
difference density of spin-up and spin-down electrons ar,
andm0 the permeability of vacuum. The values for the ma
netic momentsMe, MN for electrons and nuclei and the
spin quantum numbersSe, andSN are provided in Table II.
The isotropic component or Fermi-contact terma5 1

3 Tr@A#
is sensitive only to the density ofs electrons at the nucleus
The anisotropic termAi , j2ad i , j is sensitive to thel 52 com-
ponent of the density near the nucleus which is determi
by thep contribution of the wave function in the absence
any d orbitals. Therefore the hyperfine parameter provid
direct insight into the electron distribution or wave functio
near the corresponding nucleus, and thus its hybridizat
The hydrogen hyperfine parameters are clearly observ
because of the large natural abundance of hydrogen nu
with nonzero spin. The oxygen hyperfine parameters are
presented in this work because they can only be observe
isotopically enriched samples~see Table II!.

Hyperfine splittings refer to the energy differenceDE in
microwave absorption lines. It reflects the magnetic inter
tion of the nuclear spin with the electronic spin distributio
The splitting is frequently expressed as the change of
effective nuclear magnetic field acting on the electron,DB
5DE/(gemB), when the nuclear spin changes its compon
parallel to the electron spin by\. Herege is theg factor of
the free electron andmB is the Bohr magneton. In this pape
hyperfine parameters are given in units of 1 mT5 10 G 5
10 O. Often the splitting is also provided as the microwa
frequency n5DE/(2p\), the conversion beingn@ MHz#
528.024 95DB@mT#. Earlier papers also use the notation
megacycles per second, defined as 1 Mc/s5 1 MHz,
whereas one only rarely finds data in wave numb
(1/l )@cm21#50.934 81131023DB@mT#. It should be noted
that often the electrong factor is approximated by 2, which
causes differences of 0.1%.

The notation of the axes of the hyperfine parameters u
in this paper is borrowed from Isoya, Weil, an
Halliburton,32 The direction is given by a pair of angle
(u,w). The polar angleu is the angle from thec axis, and the
azimuthal angle is measured from a lattice vector perp
dicular to thec axis. The direction of thez axis has been
chosen such that the bonds wind counterclockwise aro
the large channels in the direction of the positivez axis.
There are two forms ofa quartz, right and left quartz, which
are enantiomers. Our data are based on right quartz. De
free silica consists of a network of silicon atoms connec
via four oxygen bridges to other silicon atoms.33 Hence ev-
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ery silicon has four bonds to oxygen, and every oxygen
bound to two silicon neighbors. The silicon atoms for
rather stiff tetrahedra with their four oxygen neighbors.34,35

These tetrahedra have a silicon atom in their center and
four oxygen atoms at the corners. They are connected
their corners to neighboring tetrahedra, so that every oxy
atom is shared between two tetrahedra.

Defects in the short-range structure of silica can be c
sified according to rather general structural motifs, nam
under- and overcoordinated atoms and incorrect bonds
defect notation36 that describes the atom by its element sy
bol, followed by its coordination in parentheses, will b
used. For example, a@Si~3!# atom describes a silicon atom
with one dangling bond and three bonds to oxygen ato
For correctly coordinated atoms such as@Si~4!# and @O~2!#,
the coordination number is usually dropped. Incorrect bo
are represented by the ill-coordinated cluster. For exam
@SiSi(5)2# denotes a fourfold-coordinated silicon ato
bound to a silicon atom that itself is coordinated to anot
four oxygen atoms. This defect is in the negative cha
state.

For the description of the long-range order the ring size
widely used. A ring is denoted by the number of silico
atoms it contains. Typical ring sizes in silica range from fo
to 8. Quartz consists of six- and eight-membered ring37

cristobalite, a high-temperature form, contains only s
membered rings.37 Vitreous silica contains five-, six-, an
seven-membered rings.38 In zeolites the ring sizes can var
substantially. The strain energies of small rings in silica ha
recently been estimated by Hamann.39

Of the structural parameters I use the tetrahedral dis
tion t, which is a measure of the hybridization of the silico
atom. A perfect tetrahedron—corresponding to ansp3 hy-
bridized atom—has a tetrahedral distortion of one, where
planar trigonal structure—corresponding tosp2

hybridization—has a zero tetrahedral distortion. The tetra
dral distortion is defined via the sum of the angles of th
bonds. A total angle of 360° corresponds to a planarsp2

configuration, and a total angle of 328.5° corresponds t
tetrahedralsp3 configuration. The tetrahedral distortion
then defined ast5(3602( i 51,3a i)/31.5.

Defects related to silicon dangling bonds are classifi
according to a notation that refers to the electron spin re
nance~ESR! signal.40 The notationE8 stands for electron
excess center as suggested by ESR results, i.e., a defec
taining one trapped electron. Defects with more or few
than one trapped electron are denoted by the numbe
primes, i.e., aE9 center denotes a defect with two trapp
electrons. Numeral subscripts refer to defects ina quartz,
whereas Greek subscripts refer to defects in amorph
silica.

I differentiate between the two silicon atoms that parti
pate in the oxygen vacancy. The atom at the long-bond
is called Si(1) and the one at the short-bond side is cal
Si(2) . The Si(2) atom will rebond in the metastable oxyge
vacancy with an oxygen bridge.

The defects investigated can be grouped into four clas
The first class are defects related to the isolated oxygen
cancy, which can be divided into two subgroups. One
related to a missing oxygen and its charge states and
other, which contains the well-knownEg8 center, results from
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a reconstruction in which a bond that formerly pointed in
the vacancy has now reversed its direction. The second c
is related to the hydrogen atom and its charge states.
third class is related to a hydrogen atom in an oxygen
cancy. Analogous to the oxygen vacancy, the hydrogena
oxygen vacancy is divided into two subgroups depending
the direction of the rebonding. The fourth group correspon
to an oxygen-vacancy complex with two hydrogen atoms

I have excluded from this study defects that involve ox
gen levels. The charge-state levels of oxygen hole center
in or close to the valence band of the oxide, from which th
are derived. Thus they cannot be depleted of electrons
long as the Fermi level is close to the Fermi level of t
metal gate or within the band gap of the silicon. Oxygen-h
centers may, however, play an important role as hole trap
process that is not considered here.

Similarly I have excluded the hydroxyl groups@OH# ~Ref.
41! and the@SiH# fragment, except for the dihydrogen com
plex with an oxygen vacancy. These two defects can be
garded as rather inert and electrically inactive defects
silica, but both are probably abundant owing to their stab
ity, and may play a crucial role in the breakdown of ga
oxides as a supply of hydrogen, which ultimately is believ
to do the damage. These defects shall be considered
future study.

III. OXYGEN VACANCY

The oxygen vacancy exists in two different structu
conformations,42–44 each of which has a positive and a ne
tral charge state~see Fig. 1!. In the conformation@SiSi#, an
oxygen atom is removed and the silicon dangling bon
combine to form a direct silicon-silicon bond. This defect
the stable configuration of the oxygen vacancy. It has a fil
state in the lower part of the oxide band gap, as seen from
switching levels in Fig. 2 and in Table III.

If an electron is removed, the positive charge st
@SiSi1# is obtained, which has been identified with theEd8
center in amorphous silicon.45–47 Compared to the neutra

FIG. 1. Structures of the oxygen vacancy. Top left:@SiSi1# or
Ed8 center; top right:@SiSi#, the stable configuration of the oxyge
vacancy; bottom left:@Si(3)1O(3)1# or Eg8 center; bottom right:
@Si(3)21O(3)1#.
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6162 PRB 62PETER E. BLÖCHL
charge state, the bond of@SiSi1# is weakened, as is eviden
from the elongation shown in Table IV.

One of the ‘‘dangling bonds’’ in the positive charge sta
can reverse its direction after overcoming a barrier of 0
eV ~see Tables V and VI!, and bind to an oxygen bridge
This configuration is referred to as@Si(3)1O(3)1#, i.e., a
pair consisting of a silicon dangling bond and an overco
dinated oxygen atom. Its defect has been identified with
E18 center, which is called theEg8 center in an amorphou
matrix. The E18 center has been studied extensively, bo
experimentally40,48–53and theoretically.42–44,47,54–60

Adding a second electron to the dangling bond creates
ion-pair complex@Si(3)21O(3)1# with a positive charge

FIG. 2. Switching charge-state levels.
8

-
e

h

n

on the overcoordinated oxygen atom and a negative ch
on the lone pair at the undercoordinated silicon atom. T
defect is metastable and transforms into the neutral oxy
vacancy@SiSi# after overcoming a small barrier. I have n
evaluated the barrier, but observed in a dynamical simula
starting from the structure of the positive charge state t
the barrier is overcome spontaneously, indicative that
barrier is overcome immediately after the electron-captur
process. This reaction is strongly exothermic with nearly
eV ~see Table VII!.

The neutral silicon bond is the thermodynamically sta
configuration of the oxygen vacancy for reasonable positi
of the Fermi level, see Fig. 3 and Table III. Typically th
Fermi level in the oxide is determined by the Fermi levels
the contacts, which lie just above the silicon midg
energy.61 For bulk oxides, the Fermi level may be dete
mined by the charge neutrality condition of defects. As
will see, hydrogen-related defects, which can be conside
abundant in many oxides, also have charge-state levels
small energy window near the silicon band gap, which m
cause Fermi-level pinning in bulk oxides at a position clo
to the silicon midgap energy at the interface.

As can be seen in Fig. 3 and Table III, the positive v
cancy is stable only for Fermi levels that lie nearly 3.0 e
below the silicon midgap energy, which is the energy
quired to lift an electron from the filled orbital of the neutr
oxygen vacancy to the silicon midgap energy. Hence
oxygen vacancy remains in the neutral charge state, un
activated by irradiation or avalanche hole injection, where
acts as a deep hole trap. This casts some doubt on the
portance of the undecorated oxygen vacancies@SiSi# and
@Si(3)1O(3)1# for the electrical device properties.62 The
positive oxygen vacancy in the configuration@Si(3)
1O(3)1# can be created by irradiation followed by a the
licon
TABLE III. Thermodynamic and switching charge-state levels. Levels are in eV relative to the si
midgap, and lower bounds are given when shallow donor levels are involved. Numbers without (e) and with
(e1corr.) correction for the compensating charge background are provided. See text for details.

Thermodynamic levels
e e1corr. e e1corr.

@SiSi# 1/0 23.03 23.51 @SiH~2!Si# 1/0 0.33 20.15
@Si~3!1O~3!# 1/0 20.06 20.54 0/2 0.74 1.22
@H# 1/2 0.20 0.20 @SiH1Si~3!# 1/2 0.30 0.30
@~SiH!2# 1/0 22.74 23.22

Switching levels
e e1corr. e e1 corr.

@SiSi1# 1/0 21.38 21.86 @Si~3!1O~3!1# 1/0 10.68 0.20
@SiSi0# 0/1 23.70 24.18 @Si(3)21O(3)1# 0/1 21.02 21.50
@O(3)1H# 1/0 .11.84 .11.36 @SiH1O(3)1# 1/0 .11.71 .11.23
@H0# 0/1 22.26 22.74 @SiH1Si~3!# 0/1 21.21 21.88

0/2 11.54 12.02 0/2 11.27 11.75
@Si(5)2H# 2/0 22.70 22.22 @SiH1SiSi(5)2# 2/0 21.85 21.37
@SiH(2)Si1# 1/0 11.37 10.89 @(SiH)2

1# 1/0 21.07 21.55
@SiH~2!Si# 0/1 20.85 21.33 @(SiH)2

0# 0/1 23.67 24.15
0/2 11.58 12.05

@SiH(2)Si2# 2/0 20.13 10.35
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mal anneal.52 Irradiation creates the positive oxygen vacan
@SiSi1#, which is converted by the thermal anneal into t
metastable@Si(3)1O(3)1#.

The @SiSi1# and the@Si(3)1O(3)1# defects are nearly
isoenergetic, with the@SiSi1# slightly less stable by 0.04 eV
The barrier has been calculated to be 0.38 eV, in agreem
with Boero et al.44 Previous calculations,44 however, pre-
dicted that@Si(3)1O(3)1# would be more stable by 0.3 eV
I attribute this discrepancy to the overbinding of the S
bond in local density approximation~LDA !,63 as opposed to
the gradient-corrected functionals used in the present st
My fixed-point calculations using only local exchange a
correlation8 give the @Si(3)1O(3)1# defect as being 0.18
eV more stable, in sufficient agreement with the previo
result.

Quantum chemical cluster calculations47 predict that
@SiSi1# is less stable than@Si(3)1O(3)1# by 0.64 eV with
a barrier of 0.38 eV for the transition to@Si(3)1O(3)1#.
Their structures differ considerably from our calculation
possibly due to the use of the Hartree-Fock method for
ometry optimization.

From the barrier of 0.38 eV for the transition betwe
@SiSi1# and @Si(3)1O(3)1#, I estimate a rate of 106 s21

'1014 s3exp(2EA /kBT) for the conversion at room tem
perature. Hence one would expect to see both configurat
in about equal concentrations, whereas in isochronal ann
ing studies theEg8 center apparently anneals at much high
temperatures thanEd8 .45 Thus there is still an open issu
related to the apparent higher stability of theEg8 center com-
pared to theEd8 center in the isochronal annealing expe
ments. One explanation is that the concentration measure
isochronal annealing experiments does not only reflect t
mal stability, but also the charge-transfer process that ma
the defect EPR invisible. As the charging level ofEd8 lies at
lower energies it may be decharged earlier as the effec
Fermi level rises during the isochronal anneal. In this s
nario Ed8 and Eg8 are in thermal equilibrium at higher tem
peratures. During cooling, the relative concentrations wo

TABLE IV. Structure of the oxygen vacancies@SiSi# and
@SiSi1#.

@SiSi1# @SiSi#

d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 3.011Å 2.445Å
d(Si(2)-O(3)1) 3.554Å 3.893Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.600Å 1.642Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.597Å 1.641Å
t@Si(1)# 0.610 1.298
t@Si(2)# 0.483 1.257

TABLE V. Activation energiesE‡ and reaction energiesDE for
transitions among defects. The arrow points in the exothermic
rection. Energies are in eV.

Transition E‡ DE

@SiSi1# → @Si(3)1O(3)1# 0.344 0.038
@SiH1Si(3)#→@SiH(2)Si# 0.894 0.157
@SiH(2)Si1#→@SiH1O(3)1# 0.262 0.055
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be frozen in, but theEd8 centers would disappear as they a
converted to neutral oxygen vacancies. The charging leve
theEd8 center lies 1.38 eV below the silicon midgap, where
can capture electrons from other filled defect states or
contacts. In contrast, the charging level of theEg8 center lies
0.68 eV above it, which explains the stability of the latt
against decharging. At present we must regard this expla
tion as speculation because more work is required to un
stand the isochronal annealing experiments. Experiments
vary anneal times and quench rates may shed light on
problem.

The number of oxygen vacancies at the interface w
silicon is determined by the equilibrium with the position
the Si/SiO2 interface via the reaction

1

2
SiX→ 1

2
SiO21@SiSi#, ~3!

i.e., an oxygen atom is transferred across the interface
the silicon, oxidizing it to SiO2. Left behind is an oxygen
vacancy@SiSi# in SiO2. The formation energy of oxygen va
cancies of 0.90 eV corresponds to an equilibrium concen
tion of 1.531019 cm23 at typical annealing temperatures
1000 °C, obtained from the density of 531022 cm23 oxygen
sites and the exponential factor of 2.731024, or 1 vacancy
per 3600 oxygen sites.

This estimate is two orders of magnitude larger than
measured concentration of 431017-cm23 E8 centers at the
interface to silicon in thermal oxides irradiated with a 5-e
excimer laser64 and with 231017 cm23 at g-irradiated ther-
mal oxide.65 The experiment of Fiori and Devine64 assumes a
constant concentration ofE8 centers over a 2500-Å therma
oxide. Marquardt and Sigel,65 on the other hand, obtain

i-

TABLE VI. Structural parameters of the transition state for t
conversion of the positive oxygen vacancy.

@SiSi1#↔@Si(3)1O(3)1#

d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 3.733Å
t@Si(1)# 0.994
t@Si(2)# 0.029
d(Si(2)-O~3!! 2.567Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.632Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.573Å

FIG. 3. Thermodynamic charge-state levels.
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TABLE VII. Total energies~in eV! relative to the reservoir energies described in the text. Superscripts with two charge states se
by a slash indicate that the structure is obtained from the first and the electron occupation from the second charge state. To obta
for Fermi-level positions other than the estimated silicon midgap position, add the deviation of the Fermi level for positive charge s
subtract it for negative charge states. The energies denoted asE are obtained without, those denoted asE1corr. with correction for the
compensating charge background. See text for notation and reservoir energies.

System E E1corr. System E E1corr. System E E1corr.

@SiSi# 0.90 0.90 @Si~3!1O~3!# 3.84 3.84 @(SiH)2# 20.14 20.14
@SiSi0/1# 4.61 5.09 @Si(3)1O(3)0/1# 4.86 5.34 @(SiH)2

0/1# 3.53 4.01
@SiSi1/0# 2.56 2.56 @Si(3)1O(3)1/0# 4.58 4.58 @(SiH)2

1/0# 1.54 1.54
@SiSi1# 3.94 4.46 @Si(3)1O(3)1# 3.90 4.38 @(SiH)2

1# 2.61 3.09

@Si(5)H2# 1.45 1.93 @SiH1SiSi(5)2# 1.86 2.34 @SiH(2)Si2# 2.47 2.95
@Si(5)H2/0# 4.14 4.14 @SiH1SiSi(5)2/0# 3.70 3.70 @SiH(2)Si2/0# 2.61 2.61
@H(0)0/2# 3.86 4.34 @SiH1Si(3)0/2# 3.15 3.63 @SiH(2)Si0/2# 3.31 3.79
@H(0)0# 2.32 2.32 @SiH1Si~3!# 1.89 1.89 @SiH~2!Si# 1.74 1.74
@H(0)0/1# 4.58 5.06 @SiH1Si(3)0/1# 3.09 3.57 @SiH(2)Si0/1# 2.58 3.06
@O(3)H1/0# 2.88 2.88 @SiH1O(3)1/0# 2.97 2.97 @SiH(2)Si1/0# 2.78 2.78
@O(3)H1# 1.05 1.53 @SiH1O(3)1# 1.25 1.73 @SiH(2)Si1# 1.31 1.79

@H2# 0.00 0.00 @Si~3!1Si~3!# 5.06 5.06
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profile with strongly enhanced concentration near the in
face. Thus I extrapolate the results of Fiori and Devine
1018-cm23 vacancies near the interface. The number ofE8
centers is furthermore considered a lower bound to the n
ber of oxygen vacancies, as some of the centers may h
annealed out during the experiment as mentioned by F
and Devine,64 which may account for the remaining discre
ancy between theory and experiment.

A formation energy of 1.1–1.3 eV would have to be a
sumed to obtain vacancy concentrations in the range of
of the observedE8 centers. An error of 0.2–0.4 eV is large
than expected from the inherent errors of the calculation,
a correction of this order can be attributed to the differ
formation energies in quartz and the amorphous silica on
one hand and experimental uncertainties on the other ha

Let us estimate the vacancy concentration at the surfac
thermal equilibrium with a given partial pressure of oxyg
molecules corresponding to the reaction

SiO2→SiO21
1

2
O21@SiSi# ~4!

taking place at the surface, i.e., two oxygen atoms can f
an O2 molecule, which is released into the gas phase, leav
behind an oxygen vacancy for each oxygen atom emitte

The concentration of oxygen vacancies at the surfac
estimated as

r5r0 expS 2
E~@SiSi# !1mO

kBT D563104 cm23AP@atm#,

~5!

wherer05531022 cm23 is the density of oxygen sites i
silica, E(@SiSi#)50.90 eV is the formation energy of a
oxygen vacancy in silica, and
r-
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-
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-
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ut
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d.
in

m
g

is

mO5
1

2 FE~O2!1kBT lnS PlT
3

kBT D G
53.622 eV10.055 ln@P~atm!# eV ~6!

is the chemical potential of the oxygen atom in the molecu
gas, relative to the reservoirs used.E(O2)59.26 eV is the
total energy of the oxygen molecule relative to the reserv
and the second term is the ideal gas contribution to the
energy. The energy of the oxygen molecules has been
rected upward by 0.795 eV to account for the dens
functional error in the binding energy. lT

5A2p\2/(mO2
kBT)50.122 Å is the thermal de Broglie

wavelength of oxygen molecules at 1000 °C.
Thus for an anneal at 1000 °C and atmospheric pressu

the vacancy concentration at the surface is estimated to b
orders of magnitude smaller than that at the interface to
con. Note however that the vacancy concentration chang
the structure is annealed with the gate electrode, beca
then the gate material determines the relevant chemical
tential for the oxygen vacancies.

The low formation energy of an oxygen vacancy near
interface to silicon, i.e., 0.9 eV, and the much higher form
tion energy near the surfaceE(@SiSi#)1mO explains the
concentration profile ofE8 centers,65 which exhibits a large
concentration near the interface to silicon which rapidly d
cays towards the surface. It also provides a natural expla
tion for the formation of suboxides near the interface. T
suboxide can be regarded as a form of silica with a la
vacancy concentration. Given the large vacancy-format
energy relative to a reservoir of bulk silicon, and consider
that silicon can be regarded as a form of silica with stoich
metric oxygen vacancy concentration, a tendency towa
vacancy clustering is expected. This clustering increases
oxygen deficiency very close to the interface even above
value predicted from the vacancy-formation energy alo
The formation of sub-oxides near the interface can then
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TABLE VIII. Hyperfine parameters (A in mT! and directions (u,w in degrees! of the Ed8 center. Atoms
Si(1c) and Si(2c) are not shown because their hyperfine parameters are smaller than 0.1 mT. The de
of the angles follows the convention of Isoya, Weil, and Halliburton~Ref. 32! and is described in Sec. II. Th
average of the three splittings is the isotropic hyperfine parameter. The largest deviation of the hy
splitting from the average splitting is the anisotropic hyperfine parameter.

A (u,w) A (u,w)

Si~1! 213.5 ~120,232! Si~2! 210.0 ~129,263!
210.8 ' 28.0 '

210.8 ' 28.0 '

Si~1a! 20.6 ~139,272! Si~2a! 20.6 ~118,180!
20.5 ' 20.5 '

20.5 ' 20.5 '

Si~1b! 20.7 ~61,264! Si~2b! 20.2 ~55,227!
20.6 ' 20.1 '

20.6 ' 20.1 '
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attributed to the vacancy concentration profile in cont
with two different vacancy reservoirs near the interface a
the surface. It may be of interest to investigate the bind
energies of vacancy pairs in future work.

A. Neutral oxygen vacancy:†SiSi‡

In the neutral charge state of the oxygen vacancy the
unbridged silicon atoms form a bond that is only 4% larg
than a SiSi bond in elemental silicon. The tetrahedral dis
tion is larger than unity, which is attributed to the strain
the SiSi bond. The SiO bond lengths of the silicon atoms
only insignificantly~1%! expanded relative to the ideal bu
quartz.

The oxygen vacancy has an electron level in the low
part of the gap corresponding to the (1/0) charge-state level
The corresponding one-particle level has the character
SiSi bond orbital, with some antibonding admixture of ox
gen p orbitals. A second SiSi bond orbital, with bondin
character with the O neighbors, is found in the valence ba

B. Positive oxygen vacancy†SiSi¿‡ or Ed8

In the positive charge state the SiSi bond of the oxyg
vacancy expands substantially by 23% to 3.02 Å , compa-
rable to the size~3.07 Å! of an oxygen bridge.44 The two
silicon atoms are inequivalent with a larger~by 0.13! tetra-
hedral distortion on the short-bond Si(1) atom. This asymme-
try is a sign of a more positively charged Si(2) atom. Being
more positive eases its transformation via a trigonal pla
transition state into the structure of the metastable vaca
configuration @Si(2)1O(3)1#. The reason is that a high
lying silicon p orbital is formed in the transition state, whic
is unfavorable if that orbital is fully occupied. The SiO bon
lengths are contracted by 2–3% compared to the neutra
cancy as a result of the reduced electron number on the
con atoms.

Hyperfine parameters

The calculated hyperfine parameters shown in Table V
support the identification of the positive oxygen vacancy
t
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the Ed8 center.47 The Ed8 center has been related to a 10-m
hyperfine splitting,45 in perfect agreement with our calcu
lated splittings in the range from 10 to 11 mT, with add
tional bands at 8 and 13.5 mT. Previously theEd8 center had
been attributed to Cl impurity and a spin distributed ov
four silicon dangling bonds pointing towards it.45 Subse-
quently the Ed8 was observed in Cl-free oxides, and th
model was modified to a cluster of four oxygen vacancie66

In both models the spin is distributed over four silicon da
gling bonds, in order to explain the fourfold reduction of th
hyperfine parameter compared to simple dangling-bond
fects such asEg8 . However, there is a simpler explanatio
involving the isolated oxygen vacancy: The spin density
the positive oxygen vacancy is spread over two nearly id
tical atoms, explaining a reduction by a factor 2. Anoth
factor of 2 results from the wave function being a bond
bital with an increased probability in between the atoms a
consequently a reduced probability at the nuclei. The ide
fication gets further support from isochronal anneali
studies,45 which show that theEg8 concentrationincreasesin
the temperature range where theEd8 concentration falls off,
indicating an interconversion of the two centers. Hence
Ed8 center should be related to a simple oxygen vacancy

The structural asymmetry between the two participat
silicon atoms, which is seen in the tetrahedral distortio
shown in Table IV, is reflected in the asymmetric hyperfi
parameters, with a larger Fermi-contact term at the atom
the short-bond side of the vacancy. This indicates that
short-bond silicon atom is more positive than the long-bo
silicon atom by about 0.1e.

C. Reconstructed positive oxygen vacancy†Si„3…¿O„3…¿‡ and
E18 or Eg8

The metastable, positive oxygen vacancy,@Si(3)
1O(3)1#, has been identified with theEg8 center in amor-
phous silica and with theE18 center as it is called ina
quartz.40,42–44,47–60Although the first structural model pro
posed by Feigl, Fowler, and Yip54 suggested a combinatio
of two undercoordinated silicon atoms of which one is po
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tively charged and in a planar configuration, it is now ge
erally agreed that the positive silicon atom forms a bond w
an oxygen bridge, resulting in an overcoordinated, posi
oxygen atom as proposed by Rudra and Fowler.59

Here the SiSi bond is broken entirely, exposing a sin
occupied dangling bond on one silicon atom, whereas
second, more positive silicon switches through the cente
its three oxygen nearest neighbors, and binds to an oxy
bridge, resulting in a fourfold-coordinated silicon atom and
threefold-coordinated oxygen atom, which is formally po
tively charged. With its length of 1.87 Å , the newly formed
SiO bond is only 4% longer than the other bonds of len
1.79 Å to the overcoordinated oxygen atom. However, e
those bonds are expanded by 10% relative to a normal
bond owing to the reduced charge on the oxygen at
which expands the ionic radius. The details of the struct
are provided in Table IX. The results are very close to th
obtained previously by Boeroet al.44 However, in their cal-
culation the new SiO bond is 3% shorter than in our ca

TABLE IX. Structure of the reconstructed oxygen vacanc
@Si(3)1O(3)1# and @Si(3)21O(3)1#.

@Si(3)1O(3)1# @Si(3)21O(3)1#

d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 4.358Å 4.052Å
d@Si(2)-O~3!# 1.852Å 1.907Å
d@O(3)1-Si~4!# 1.793Å 1.784Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.643Å 1.750Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.599Å 1.594Å
t@Si(1)# 1.098 2.137
t@Si(2)# 0.727 0.537
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which we attribute to the overbinding of density functiona
without gradient corrections used in previous calculations
discussed above.

The @Si(3)1O(3)1# defect has a silicon-dangling-bon
orbital near the the silicon midgap energy, which is split in
a spin-up and a spin-down orbital. Interestingly no furth
gap states related to the threefold-coordinated oxygen h
been observed, which explains the tendency of silica to ox
charging. As we will see, this is a general observation of
defects involving threefold-coordinated oxygen atoms.

Hyperfine parameters

Accurate hyperfine parameters of theE18 center have been
measured by Jani, Bossoli, and Halliburton,52 Our calculated
hyperfine parameters shown in Table X exhibit excelle
agreement with experiment. Compared to previous pseu
potential calculations by Boeroet al.,44 the theoretical pre-
diction of hyperfine parameters has been substantially
proved. At this point it is not clear whether this improveme
is to be attributed to the more rigorous PAW method, co
pared to the pseudopotential method combined with a d
sity reconstruction scheme,67 or to the gradient-corrected
density functionals employed in the present work.

As anticipated, the main hyperfine parameter is located
the dangling bond.44,52 The value obtained is typical for sili
con dangling bonds in silica. Only two of the silicon neig
bors of the undercoordinated silicon atoms carry sizable
perfine parameters. This is because the spin density of
dangling bond couples via thep orbital on the oxygen bridge
to neighboring silicon atoms. The coupling is therefore go
if the oxygen bridge lies in the plane perpendicular to t
axis of the dangling bond. The third bridge does not ful
TABLE X. Hyperfine parameters (A in mT! and directions (u,w in degrees! of the E18 center. Atom
Si(1a) is related toA1 weak, and Si(1b) is correlated withA2 weak. The individual directions of the
equatorial components are not defined because of their degeneracy. They are denoted by', indicating any
vector perpendicular to the axial vector. For the notation of the directions see text.

This work Other theory~Ref. 44! Expt. ~Ref. 52!
A (u,w) A (u,w) A (u,w)

Si~1! 245.4 ~112,233! 51.3 ~113,228! 245.4 ~114,230!
239.6 ' 44.6 ~101,319! 239.1 ~128,340!
239.6 ' 44.5 ~159,70! 239.1 ~132,116!

Si~1a! 21.4 ~149,281! 2.4 ~142,282! 21.0 ~141,285!
21.2 ' 1.8 ~127,157! 20.8
21.2 ' 1.8 ~119,50! 20.8

Si~1b! 21.5 ~59,267! 2.2 ~60,253! 20.9 ~59,285!
21.3 ' 1.6 ~93,169! 20.8
21.3 ' 1.6 ~25,79! 20.8

Si~1c! 0.1 ~53,193! 0.4 ~131,347!
0.0 ' 0.4 ~100,187!
0.0 ' 0.3 ~149,83!

Si~2a! 20.2 ~62,317!
20.1 '

20.1 '
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this requirement, and shows clearly reduced hyper
parameters.59

Even smaller hyperfine parameters are found: One
these hyperfine parameters originates from the third sili
neighbor of the undercoordinated silicon. Rather surprisin
I find a hyperfine coupling even on a more distant silic
atom, namely Si(2a), which is not connected directly to th
undercoordinated silicon atom. This atom is part of t
strongly strained three ring formed by the additional S
bond.

D. Reconstructed neutral oxygen vacancy†Si„3…À¿O„3…¿‡

The addition of an electron to the@Si(3)1O(3)1# defect
results in a metastable ion-pair complex with a lone pair
the undercoordinated silicon atom and the positive, over
ordinated oxygen atom.

The main structural relaxation of the neutral@S(3)2

1O(3)1# defect relative to the positive charge state is
strong tetrahedral distortion on the undercoordinated sili
atom. Interestingly the tetrahedral distortion on Si(2) is re-
duced, indicative of a more positive charge state compare
@Si(3)1O(3)1#, even though the total electron number
higher. This probably results from a polarization of the u
dercoordinated oxygen defect due to the presence of a ne
negative charge in the silicon dangling bond.

IV. INTERSTITIAL HYDROGEN MOLECULE

The hydrogen molecule does not react with the defect-
silica lattice. It has no states in the band gap of silica. Thu
may be difficult to activate the hydrogen molecule with U
light in the absence of other defects. This result indicates
hydrogen molecules need to interact with defects in si
before they can be activated.

The hydrogen molecule has four close contacts to oxy
bridges, and two short and two longer close contacts to
con atoms. These contacts are not to be confused
chemical bonds. The nonbonded interactions are expecte
reflect the topology of the channels ina quartz, and may
vary substantially in the amorphous material. The energy
introduce a hydrogen molecule into the silica framework
1.4 eV. The bond length is slightly reduced—by 3%—fro
0.766 Å in the gas phase to 0.744 Å in the crystal~see Table
XI !.

V. INTERSTITIAL HYDROGEN ATOM

Atomic hydrogen in silica has been studied recently
Yokozawa and Miyamoto.68 The hydrogen atom can exist i
three charge states: positive, neutral, and negative.
charged configurations are bonded to the lattice, while
neutral configuration does not bind. The stabilization
bonds to the network is the reason that only the char
modifications are thermodynamically stable for any posit
of the Fermi level: Hydrogen is a negative-U defect with the
(1/2) as its only thermodynamic charge-state level.

The thermodynamic charge-state level of hydrogen
been identified6 with density of states in the oxide induce
either by hydrogen exposure or electric stress as observe
C-V measurements.69,70 This density of states introduces
characteristic peak 0.2 eV above the silicon midgap ene
e
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at the Si/SiO2 interface. The silicon midgap energy has be
defined as the reference for electron energies. This iden
cation has been used to determine the position of the de
states relative to the silicon band gap at the silicon-ox
interface and indirectly relative to the oxide band edges.

Let us now determine the true position of the true ba
edges relative to our reference energy, the silicon mid
energy at the Si-SiO2 interface. The band gap of silicon i
EG(@Si#)51.14 eV, and the measured valence band off
between silica and silicon isDEV54.4 eV.71,72 As I choose
the silicon midgap energy as our reference energy, the
valence band is located at2EG/22DEV525.0 eV. The
band gap of silicon dioxide is 9 eV,18–22 which locates the
conduction band edge of silicon dioxide atEC54.0 eV.

Using the present functionals, the Kohn-Sham73 valence
band lies atEV523.88 eV. This value has been obtaine
from the energetic position of the thermodynamic char
state level of hydrogen relative to the Kohn-Sham valen
band top, from which 0.2 eV is subtracted because
charge-state level of hydrogen is located by that amo
above the silicon midgap energy.69,70 Using the Kohn-Sham
band gap ofEG55.76 eV, the conduction-band edge is l
cated atEC51.88 eV.

Comparing experiment and Kohn-Sham bands, the Ko
Sham valence band has to be corrected downward by
eV, whereas the conduction band has to be corrected upw
by 2.12 eV. The overall correction of the band gap is 3 e

This empirical determination of the band edges must
regarded with some caution because of the experimental
certainty of the measured valence-band offset.74 However,
other facts seem to support the identification:~i! As dis-
cussed below, the measured optical absorption band of
E28 center, i.e.,@SiH1Si~3!#, coincides perfectly with the
hole excitation from the dangling bond into the conducti
band. ~ii ! I found it impossible to create self-trapped ho
centers that have been observed experimentally.75 This may
be because these states are resonances within the Kohn-
valence band as opposed to localized states within the b
gap.

The charging behavior of hydrogen is characterized
high relaxation energies of more than 4 eV:.4.1 eV for the
(1/0) and 4.24 eV for the (0/2) level. This rules out any
involvement of interstitial hydrogen atoms in the stres
induced leakage current. Given that the hydrogen occ
only in charged configurations, electrons can be added o
to a shallow donor level at the oxide conduction-band ed
and electrons can be introduced only 2.7 eV below the s
con midgap energy thus, hydrogen acts as hole and elec
trap.

In order to probe the total energy surface for positi
oxide charging by the presence of neutral atomic hydroge

TABLE XI. Structural parameters of the interstitial hydroge
molecule. The parameterd~H-O! is the average over four contact
The parameterd~H-Si! is divided into two short and two long con
tacts, where each is the average of two values.

@H2#

d~H-H! 0.744 Å d(H-Si)short 2.663 Å
d~H-O! 2.143 Å d(H-Si)long 2.875 Å
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more detail, the energetics of the neutral and positive cha
states has been investigated as a function of O-H dista
see Fig. 4. These calculations have been performed o
smaller 24-atom cristobalite supercell. The structures h
been optimized for neutral hydrogen at a set of fixed O
distances. For the resulting set of structures I monitored
positive and neutral charge states. The resulting total-en
curves have been shifted to reproduce the calculated ene
of the relaxed proton and neutral hydrogen in quartz, resp
tively, as given in Table VII. Whereas the neutral hydrog
experiences a shallow minimum, the positive charge stat
dominated by the strong attraction between the proton
the oxygen bridge. Thus thermal fluctuations of the positio
of the neutral hydrogen can be large, and the resulting la
variations of the switching charge-state levels, defined as
energy difference between the total energies of the
charge states in a given structure, favor charge trans
which requires the charge-state levels to cross the Fe
level.

A. Proton: †O„3…H¿
‡

Protons attach spontaneously to an oxygen bridge, fo
ing a threefold-coordinated oxygen atom. As we will se
threefold-coordinated oxygen atoms are a typical struct
element of defects in silica. Structural parameters are lis
in Table XII.

Protons are not electrically active and do not have o
particle levels in the gap, except a shallow donor level

FIG. 4. Energies of positive~solid line! and neutral~dashed line!
hydrogen as a function of the distance from an oxygen bridge w
the Fermi level at the silicon midgap energy. At different Fer
levels, the energies of the positive hydrogen shift in the same
rection as the Fermi level.

TABLE XII. Structural parameters of the positive interstiti
hydrogen atom. The bond lengths between oxygen and silicon
oms are averages over two bonds.

@O(3)H1#

d@H-O~3!# 1.017 Å
d@O(3)-Si# 1.773 Å
/@Si-O~3!-Si# 134.5°
t @O~3!# 0.165
t~Si! 0.780
ge
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sulting from the Coulomb distortion of the conduction-ba
edge. Therefore I do not consider the DFT value for the le
to be significant and correct it to the estimated conducti
band edge of the oxide. The absence of trap levels for p
tons is a likely cause of the tendency of silica to positi
oxide charging.

B. Neutral hydrogen: †H„0…‡

Interstitial hydrogen does not form covalent bonds w
the lattice. As shown in Table XIII, there are four close co
tacts to oxygen bridges at about an equal distance of 2.1
and two close contacts to silicon atoms each at 2.55 and
Å .

As shown previously,68 the interstitial hydrogen atom is
negative-U defect, and the neutral hydrogen is thermod
namically unstable for all positions of the Fermi level. Th
is confirmed by the observation that the ESR signal relate
atomic hydrogen anneals at 190 K.76,77Two hydrogen atoms
can exchange an electron and form a positive and a nega
hydrogen defect. The ion pair@O(3)1H#1@Si(5)H2# is
more stable by 2.1 or 1.1 eV after correcting for the co
pensating charge background. The negative-U behavior of
hydrogen in silica parallels that in semiconductors.78

The neutral hydrogen atom is stabilized by the spin po
ization, which results in a large difference between the 01
and the 0/2 levels, corresponding to a Coulomb repulsion
3.8 or 4.8 eV after background correction. This large le
splitting is the reason that hydrogen, which attaches to
lattice spontaneously after electron capture or loss, is su
ciently stable to be observed in ESR experiments.

Hyperfine parameters

Hydrogen exhibits a clearly distinguishable isotropic h
perfine coupling.76 The measured hyperfine parameters
slightly smaller in amorphous silica thana quartz, which
indicates that hydrogen atoms find larger cages in the am
phous material.

The calculated hyperfine parameters shown in Table X
agree perfectly with experiment. These values have been
tained with a plane-wave cutoff of 70 Ry. Using 30 Ry u
derestimates, as expected, the hyperfine parameter by 1
The sensitivity of hyperfine parameters on basis-set con
gence is not unexpected as it is a quantity derived from
density, which unlike the total energy does not profit from
variational principle. Similar observations have been mad
calculations of electric-field gradients.79

C. Negative hydrogen: †Si„5…HÀ
‡

A hydrogen atom in the negative charge state attaches
silicon atom,68 making it fivefold-coordinated as shown i

h
i
i-

t-

TABLE XIII. Structural parameters of the neutral interstitia
hydrogen atom.

@H~0!#

d~H-O! 2.145 Å
d(H-Si)short 2.550 Å
d(H-Si)long 2.880 Å
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TABLE XIV. Hyperfine parameters of the interstitial hydrogen atom in quartz and the isolated hydr
atom H@g# ~in mT!. The value in parentheses was obtained with a plane-wave cutoff of 30 Ry, where
other values were obtained with 70 Ry.

H0 Theory Expt.~Ref. 76! Theory Exact

H0@SiO2# 50.29~46.76! 51.91 H@g# 50.93 50.73
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Fig. 5. The environment of the silicon atom is that of
distorted trigonal bipyramid with two axial and three equ
torial neighbors. In the present calculation the hydrog
atom goes to the equatorial configuration, even though
cristobalite I found the hydride in the axial configuration
agreement with Yokozawa and Miyamoto.68 The axial SiO
bonds are found to be 3.7% longer than the equatorial
bonds. The equatorial O-Si-O angle is 14° smaller than
ideal trigonal angle.

The binding results fromsp2 hybridization in the equato
rial plane at the silicon atom and a four-electron, three-ce
bond ~see Fig. 6! along the axial direction. The three-cent
bond involves the axialp orbital on the central silicon atom
and lone pairs~dangling bonds occupied with an electro
pair! on either side of it. Three orbitals are formed, a fu
bonding orbital, a nonbonding orbital with little silicon con
tribution, and a fully antibonding orbital. The lower two o
bitals are occupied with two electrons each. The stabiliza
is due to the delocalization of the electrons in the former S
bond orbital over three instead of two sites in the bond
bital. Correspondingly, adding the second bond weakens
former SiO bond, which explains the elongation of the ax
bonds as compared to the equatorial bonds seen in Table
The nonbonding orbital can contribute to binding only via
next-nearest-neighbor interaction or through admixture od
orbitals on silicon. If the two axial neighbors are identic
no silicon-p contribution will be present in the nonbondin
orbital for symmetry reasons. Therefore the bond has b
erroneously attributed to Si-d H-s hybridization,68 which we
consider a small effect, compared to the stabilization of
fully bonding orbital in the valence band. Trigonal bipyram
dal coordination is a typical structural motif of fivefold
coordinated main group atoms. The negative hydrogen h
fully occupied electron level only 1 eV above the valenc
band edge or 1.5 eV after correcting for the background

VI. HYDROGEN COMPLEX
WITH AN OXYGEN VACANCY

Like the bare oxygen vacancy, the complex with a sin
hydrogen atom also exhibits metastability. There is an a
ogy between the bare oxygen vacancy and the hydrogen
oxygen vacancy. The stable configuration of the positive

FIG. 5. Structures of the interstitial hydrogen atoms in the po
tive @O(3)1H#, neutral @H(0)0# and negative@Si(5)2H# charge
states~from left to right!.
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drogenated oxygen vacancy,@SiH1O(3)1#, corresponds
structurally to theEg8 center@Si(3)1O(3)1#, whereas the
oxygen vacancy@SiSi# corresponds to the hydrogen bridg
@SiH~2!Si#, see Fig. 7. However, in contrast to the oxyg
vacancy, the two metastable configurations of the hydro
complex with the oxygen vacancy have similar energies.

The hydrogen bridge@SiH~2!Si# is the simplest complex
of a hydrogen atom having an oxygen vacancy. Here, a
drogen atom enters about midway into the silicon bond. T
hydrogen bridge has been attributed to theE48 center.32,49The
hydrogen bridge is qualitatively similar to the position of th
neutral interstitial hydrogen in silicon.80

The hydrogen bridge has a electron level deep in the b
gap. The electronic structure of the hydrogen bridgeis char-
acterizedas a three-center bond between two dangling bo
orbitals on the participating silicon atoms and the hydrog
orbital in the center~see Fig. 6!. The three-center bond ha
three orbitals: a fully bonding configuration in the valen
band, a fully antibonding orbital in the conduction band, a
a nonbonding orbital deep in the band gap. The nonbond
orbital is made up of an antibonding combination of t
silicon-dangling-bond orbitals with little admixture of th
hydrogens orbital. This state can also be described as hav
beenderivedfrom the antibonding orbital of the SiSi bond o
the oxygen vacancy@SiSi#. In the neutral oxygen vacanc
@SiSi# it lies in the conduction band, but in@SiHSi# the Cou-
lomb attraction of the proton pulls it into the band gap. A
seen in Fig. 8 the hydrogen atom is located near the n
plane of the nonbonding orbital.

The nonbonding orbital can be occupied with none, one
two electrons, resulting in the positive, neutral, or the ne
tive charge state of the defect. The antibonding interact
between the silicon-dangling-bond orbitals in the nonbo
orbital is weak because the proton results in an expansio
the SiSi bond. On the other hand, the fully bonding orbital
the valence band is always occupied and stabilizes the de
against breaking up. Charging this defect results in only
nor structural relaxations, which makes it the prime can
date for the trap responsible for stress-induced leak
currents.6

The main relaxation of the hydrogen bridge is an

TABLE XV. Structural parameters of negative hydroge
@Si(5)2H# with the hydrogen in the equatorial position.

@Si(5)2H#

d @H-Si~5!# 1.508 Å
d@Si(5)-Oax] 1.757 Å
d @Si~5!-Oeq] 1.694 Å
/@Oax-Si(5)-Oax] 170.0°
/@Oeq-Si~5!-Oeq] 106.0°

i-
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creased asymmetry with increasing number of electrons
the positive charge state, the hydrogen is located about m
way between the two silicon neighbors. In the negat
charge state, the hydrogen behaves like a normal SiH gr
and the electrons are localized on the dangling bond of
undercoordinated silicon atom. There are two possible as
metric relaxations for the hydrogen atom, corresponding
the formation of SiH bonds with either of the two silico
neighbors.52,58 This is confirmed by the temperature depe
dence of the hyperfine parameters.52 In my calculations the
two structures are found to be isoenergetic within the ac
racy of the method.

The relaxation of 1.7 eV for the neutral-to-negati
switching level and 2.2 eV for the positive-to-neutral lev
are unusually small compared to other defects in silica. O
the thermodynamically unstable oxygen vacancy@Si(3)
1O(3)1# exhibits similar relaxation energies of 1.7 eV
Thus I conclude that the hydrogen bridge is the prime de
responsible for stress-induced leakage currents.6

The prediction provides a natural interpretation of t
electrically detected magnetic resonance~EDMR! experi-
ments of the SILC by Stathis,5 in which a shoulder observe
in the spectrum can be explained by no other known de
in silica except the hydrogen bridge. Further confirmation
obtained by measurements by Takagi, Yasuda,

FIG. 6. Orbital scheme of a three-center bond for the exampl
a centrals orbital ~left! and a centralp orbital ~right!. The scheme
on the left is a model of the hydrogen bridge@SiHSi#. The scheme
on the right is a model of the axial bonds at a fivefold-coordina
silicon atom as in@Si(5)2H#. The fully bonding orbital is located
in the valence band of SiO2, the fully antibonding one in the con
duction band. The middle orbital, which is of nonbonding nature
located in the SiO2 band gap.

FIG. 7. Structures of three charge states of the hydrogen br
superimposed. The hydrogen moves further off center with incre
ing number of electrons. From Ref. 6.
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Toriumi,81 that predict an energy loss of 1.5 eV of SILC
Note, however, that the interpretation of these experime
has recently been called in question.82 Furthermore, the po-
sition of the trap has been estimated as being 1.2–1.8
below the oxide conduction band,83,84 which is in sufficient
agreement with our result for a position of the 0/2 switching
level of the hydrogen bridge 2.42 eV below the oxide co
duction band. Here I included an estimated correction of 0
eV to account for the electrostatic interaction of period
images in the supercell calculations used as described in
II. Electrical measurements attribute the trap responsible
SILC to a neutral, hydrogen-related electron trap, which
true for the hydrogen bridge.4

The second form of a hydrogen complex with a silic
vacancy,@SiH1Si~3!#, can be considered a pair consisting
a SiH fragment and an undercoordinated silicon as see
Fig. 7. As the SiH fragment is relatively inert, this defect is
prototypical silicon-dangling-bond center and may be nea
indistinguishable from theEs8 center. TheEs8 center has been
attributed to an isolated silicon dangling bond. The@SiH
1Si~3!# defect has been attributed to theE28 center.40,49,85,86

There is a close analogy between hydrogen and sili
dangling bonds. Let us use the undercoordinated silicon a
in the @SiH1Si~3!# defect as a typical silicon dangling bond
Like hydrogen, the dangling bond attaches to an oxyg
bridge in the positive charge state, forming a threefo
coordinated oxygen atom. The resulting@SiH1O(3)1# de-
fect shown in Fig. 9 exhibits no levels in the gap, except
shallow donor levels at the conduction-band edge, which
also true for the positive hydrogen@O(3)H1#. In the nega-
tive charge state the silicon dangling bond attaches to a
con atom, resulting in an overcoordinated silicon atom in
@SiH1SiSi(5)2# defect, see Fig. 9. This is similar to th

of

d

s

ge
s-

FIG. 8. Highest occupied orbital of the neutral hydrogen brid

FIG. 9. Structure of the hydrogenated oxygen vacancy in
positive @SiH1O(3)1# ~left!, the neutral@SiH1Si~3!# ~middle!,
and negative@SiH1SiSi(5)2# ~right! charge state.
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TABLE XVI. Structural parameters of the@SiH1Si~3!# defect and its charge states.

@SiH1O(3)1# @SiH1Si~3!# @SiH1SiSi(5)2#

d(Si(1)-H! 1.477Å 1.460Å 1.467Å
d(Si(2)-H! 3.088Å 2.742Å 3.154Å
d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 4.394Å 4.011Å 4.381Å
t@Si(1)# 1.057 1.079 1.121
t@Si(2)# 0.740 0.997 1.848
d@Si(2)-O~3!# 1.851Å 2.682Å 2.901Å
d@Si(2)-Si~5!# 3.173Å 3.536Å 2.618Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.636Å 1.633Å 1.633Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.599Å 1.643Å 1.694Å
d@Si(5)-Oax] 1.750Å
d@Si(5)-Oeq@ 1.665Å
d@O(3)-Si# 1.796Å
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negative hydrogen atom, which forms a bond with a silic
atom in the@Si(5)H2# defect. If the dangling bond is occu
pied with only one electron, e.g., in@SiH1Si~3!#, it remains
unsaturated like the hydrogens level in the neutral charge
state@H~0!#, and produces a defect level deep in the gap w
a well-localized electron density. The levels are split into
spin-up donor level and a spin-down acceptor level.

The rebonding of the charged defects, which is absen
the neutral charge state, results in the negativeU or smallU,
with U50.1 eV after correction for the charge backgroun
property of the defect, making the neutral charge state t
modynamically unstable for all Fermi-level positions. Inte
estingly, the thermodynamic (1/2) charge-state levels o
hydrogen and@SiH1Si~3!# are separated by only 0.1 eV, an
the relaxations of the defect levels upon charging are of s
lar size. Hence the electrical properties of the hydrogen
the @SiH1Si~3!# defect are expected to be indistinguishab
by current-voltage (C-V) measurements.

The analogy between hydrogen and silicon dangl
bonds explains why similar electrical behavior has been
served for electrically stressed gate oxides and hydrogen
samples, where these effects have been expected to be a
rather than just strongly reduced. For example the natur
the anomalous positive charge, also called border trap
slow states, has been attributed to the oxygen vacancy87 and
hydrogen-related defects.88 In the absence of hydrogen, how
ever, silicon dangling bonds will exhibit qualitatively simila
behavior, although the effects in hydrogen-free samples
limited by the intrinsic concentration of oxygen vacancies

As seen in Table VII, the defects@SiH1O(3)1# and
@SiH1SiSi(5)2# are energetically favored by all charg
states of the hydrogen bridge. Hence the oxygen vaca
complex with hydrogen is globally a negative-U center.

In the positive charge state, the energy difference betw
the global minimum,@SiH1O(3)1#, and the positive hydro-
gen bridge@SiH(2)Si1# is only 0.05 eV, which is compa
rable to thermal energies and not very significant. Howev
in the negative charge state@SiH1SiSi(5)2# is 0.62 eV
more stable than@SiH(2)Si2#. In the paramagnetic neutra
charge state the situation is reversed and@SiH~2!Si# is more
stable than neutral@SiH1Si~3!# by 0.16 eV. Including the
correction for the compensating background, we find the
metastable partners isoenergetic within 0.1 eV for Fermi l
n
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els below the position of the Si conduction band, and
@SiH1SiSi(5)2# more stable up to 0.64 eV for Fermi leve
lying higher than it.

The activation energy given in Table V between the tw
metastable complexes increases with the number of elect
from 0.3 eV in the positive charge state to 0.9 eV in t
neutral charge state. The correlation between activation
ergies and charge state is naturally explained by the pro
tion energy of electrons from ansp3 orbital to a higher-lying
p orbital in the planar transition state. The transition state
the negative charge state has not been calculated, becau
p orbital enters into the DFT conduction band, resulting in
qualitatively incorrect description of the electronic structu
due to the underestimated Kohn-Sham conduction b
edge. However, following the argument given above, a b
rier of 1–2 eV can be anticipated. This finding has implic
tions on diffusion mechanisms involving undercoordinat
silicon atoms. An empty dangling bond will easily reverse
direction, whereas an occupied dangling bond will face
large barrier.

The barrier between the hydrogen bridge and the@SiH
1Si~3!# defect has been calculated by Rudra, Fowler, a

TABLE XVII. Structural parameters of the transition state f
the conversion of the positive hydrogen bridge@SiH(2)Si1# into
@SiH1O(3)1#. O~3! refers to the oxygen atom that is threefol
coordinated in the defect@SiH1Si(3)1#. The distances to the ge
neric atom O are obtained as the average value over the t
nearest-neighbor distances to the corresponding silicon atom.

@SiH(2)1Si]
l

@SiH1O(3)1#

@SiH(2)Si#
l

@SiH1Si(3)#

d(Si(1)-H! A1.496 Å 1.498 Å
d(Si(2)-H! 2.503 Å 2.256 Å
d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 3.836 Å 3.581 Å
/@Si(1)-H-Si~2!# 146.0° 144.2°
t(Si(1)) 0.956 0.962
t(Si(2)) 0.060 0.003
d@Si(2)-O~3!# 2.567 Å 3.076 Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.627 Å 1.628 Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.574 Å 1.642 Å
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TABLE XVIII. Structural parameters for the hydrogen bridge@SiH~2!Si# in the three charge states.

@SiH(2)1Si# @SiH~2!Si# @SiH(2)2Si#

d(Si(1)-H! 1.646Å 1.534Å 1.450Å
d(Si(2)-H! 1.710Å 1.953Å 2.220Å
d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 3.225Å 3.368Å 3.441Å
/@Si(1)-H-Si~2!#! 147.8° 149.7° 138.4°
t(Si(1)) 0.565 0.892 0.984
t(Si(2)) 0.403 1.025 1.848
d@Si(2)-O~3!# 3.439Å 3.410Å 3.509Å
d(Si(1)-O! 1.597Å 1.631Å 1.644Å
d(Si(2)-O! 1.591Å 1.644Å 1.739Å
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Feigl using the semiempirical electronic structure method
be 0.6 eV, i.e., 0.3 eV lower than our barrier.86 The relative
stability is reversed. Whereas I find the neutral hydrog
bridge to be more stable by 0.16 eV, Rudra, Fowler, a
Feigl find the@SiH1Si~3!# defect more stable by 0.1 eV. Th
difference lies within the uncertainty of semiempirical me
ods.

Interesting is that positive charging of the neutral@SiH
1Si~3!# defect generates hydrogen bridges. This finding
sulted from a dynamical simulation from the relaxed stru
ture of the@SiH1Si~3!# defect after removal of an electron
This result is confirmed by the longer distance between
con and oxygen denotedd(Si(2)-O~3!! in Table XVI in the
ground state of the neutral@SiH1Si~3!# defect compared to
the distance in the transition state for the interconversion
@SiH(2)Si1# and @SiH1O(3)1# given in Table XVII.

Owing to the large energy barrier between the two me
stable configurations in the negative charge state, the in
conversion is expected to occur only in the positive and n
tral charge states. In those charge states, both configura
have similar energies. At room temperature I expect an
terconversion every 10–100 sec. In the positive charge s
interconversions occur on the submicrosecond time sc
whereas in the negative charge state an interconversion
occur every few thousand years. Hence I expect the
configurations two occur in similar concentrations in a tu
neling experiment even though the ‘‘effective’’ Fermi lev
of this nonequilibrium situation lies in the energy regio
where the@SiH1SiSi(5)2# is thermodynamically favored.

The complex formation between an oxygen vacancy
atomic hydrogen is exothermic

@SiSi#1@O~3!1H#→@SiH1O~3!1# DE520.7 eV

in the positive and

@SiSi#1@Si~5!2H#→@SiH1SiSi~5!2# DE520.5 eV

in the negative charge state, using the values from Table
~In the neutral charge state the reaction energy is e
higher, i.e., 1.5 eV.! Thus we can assume that oxygen vaca
cies will be decorated with hydrogen in the presence
atomic hydrogen. However, the binding energy is sufficien
small that hydrogen removal from the oxygen vacancy
possible by a high-temperature anneal.
to
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A. Positive hydrogen bridge: †SiH„2…Si¿‡

The positive hydrogen bridge is not straight, but has
bond angle of 148°, and is 5% longer than an oxygen brid
see Table XVIII. Both SiH bonds~1.65 and 1.71 Å! are
about 10–15% longer than an isolated@SiH# fragment. The
hydrogen position is slightly asymmetric with one SiH bo
4% longer than the other.

B. Neutral hydrogen bridge †SiH„2…Si‡ and E48

The hydrogen position of the neutral hydrogen bridge
more asymmetric than in the positive charge state, see T
XVIII. Two different configurations have been found wit
the hydrogen atom localized more on one or the other sili
atom. I found both structures to be isoenergetic~within 4
meV!.

When the defect traps an electron the main relaxation
further bending of the hydrogen away from the lone pair
the silicon. The structural relaxation energy of 0.87 eV
small compared to other defect relaxations of charge-s
changes in silica. The relaxation is driven by a downshift
the charge-state level by 1.70 eV.

Hyperfine parameters

The E48 center32,40,49,89has been attributed to a neutr
charge state of the hydrogen bridge.32

The spin density corresponds to the SiSi antibond, wh
can also be viewed as a silicon dangling bond on one sili
atom with an antibonding interaction with the SiH bond o
bital. The hydrogen atom has only small hyperfine para
eters because it is located near the node plane of the orb

The isotropic hyperfine parameter is found to be 42 m
on the long-bond side and 18.5 mT on the short-bond silic
see Table XIX. The hydrogen hyperfine parameter is o
1.2–1.4 mT, which is due to the location near the node pl
of the orbital giving rise to the spin density. Experimenta
the hyperfine parameters of theE48 center vary substantially
with temperature. At low temperature the measured silic
Fermi-contact terms are 44.5 and 7.7 mT, which shift
wards each other by 8 mT each at 300 K. The tempera
variation results from transitions between the two metasta
configurations of the neutral hydrogen bridge.32

There are important deviations from experiment that c
not be attributed to errors of methodology, and hence m
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TABLE XIX. Hyperfine parameters (A in mT! and directions (u,w in degrees! of theE48center. Only two
silicon neighbors of Si~1! have appreciable hyperfine parameters.

This work This work Expt.~Ref. 32!
A (u,w) A (u,w) A (u,w)

H~1! 1.2 ~55,64! 1.4 ~55,73! 2.1 ~54,78!
22.3 ' 22.1 ' 0.3 ~106,0.0!
22.3 ' 22.1 ' 0.2 ~41,290!

Si~1! 220.0 ~110,229! 247.4 ~108,225! 28.5 ~104,216!
217.7 ' 242.4 ' 27.3 ~94,307!
217.7 ' 242.4 ' 27.3 ~166,54!

Si~2! 245.3 ~42,98! 219.1 ~39,92! 248.7 ~43,84!
240.3 ' 216.8 ~100,169! 242.5 ~97,167!
240.3 ' 216.7 ~52,251! 242.5 ~47,251!

Si~1a! 20.6 ~30,100! 21.3 ~26,127!
20.5 ' 21.1 '

20.5 ' 21.1 '

Si~1b! 20.3 ~59,259! 21.0 ~61,268!
20.2 ' 20.9 '

20.2 ' 20.9 '

Si~2a! 20.3 ~71,177! 20.1 ~72,185!
20.2 ~19,2! 0.0 '

20.1 ~92,87! 0.0 '

Si~2b! 20.6 ~122.5,59! 20.2 ~123,57!
20.5 ' 20.1 '

20.5 ' 20.1 '

Si~2c! 0.1 ' 0.1 ~60,338!
0.1 ' 0.0 '

0.1 ' 0.0 '
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be attributed either to quantum-mechanical effects of
proton or to a deficiency of the density functionals used. O
calculations predict a smaller asymmetry between the
silicon hyperfine parameters than that observed in lo
temperature experiments. Second, the sum of hyperfine s
tings, which is nearly temperature independent, is overe
mated by 8 mT, i.e., 5%, in our calculations. This findi
implies that the spin density is too delocalized in our cal
lations. The most likely explanation is that the length of t
hydrogen bridge is underestimated. A larger Si–Si dista
would result in a further localization of the hydrogen on o
and a localization of the spin density on the other silic
atom. This underestimate may be an artifact of the den
functionals used. However, quantum effects of the pro
cannot be ruled out. The quantum-mechanical delocaliza
of the proton may weaken the hydrogen bridge. On the o
hand, the delocalization may also result in more symme
hyperfine parameters because of quantum-mechanical
neling between the two sites. Therefore the hydrogen bri
presents itself as an interesting test case for new den
functionals.
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C. Negative hydrogen bridge†SiH„2…SiÀ‡

The hydrogen position becomes even further asymme
in the negative charge state, see Table XVIII. Now the sh
SiH bond is comparable in distance to an unperturbed
bond as found in@SiH1O(3)1#, @SiH1Si~3!#, and @SiH
1SiSi(5)2#. The tetrahedral distortion on the other silico
atom grows to a value close to 2, which is typical for lo
pairs on undercoordinated silicon atoms, as seen also in
@Si(3)21O(3)1# ion-pair oxygen vacancy.

D. Positive †SiH¿O„3…¿‡

The positive hydrogen bridge is only a metastable state
the hydrogenated oxygen vacancy. A transformation an
gous to that from theEd8 to the Eg8 center results in the
precursor of theEb8 center, which is calledE28 in a quartz.
This defect can be considered a pair of silane-group@SiH#
and a positively charged, threefold-coordinated oxygen c
ter @O~3!#. It exhibits only shallow levels close to the ban
edges of silica and may be a fixed or slow positive cha
defect.
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The stable configuration of the hydrogenated posit
oxygen vacancy,@SiH1O(3)1#, corresponds structurally
and electronically to the metastable configuration of the n
tral oxygen vacancy@Si(3)21O(3)1#. The additional pro-
ton stabilizes the lone pair of the oxygen vacancy and avo
the unstable ion-pair configuration. This defect can be c
sidered a nearly independent pair consisting of an overc
dinated oxygen an a SiH bond. It is likely that the overco
dinated oxygen atom is able to diffuse away and thus prov
a precursor of an isolated dangling-bond defectEs8 .

E. Neutral †SiH¿Si„3…‡ and E28 or Eb8

The neutral@SiH1Si~3!# defect exhibits a silicon dangling
bond that does not interact with other sites of the lattice. T
reduced binding results in reduced stability compared to
hydrogen bridge@SiH~2!Si#, the latter now being 0.15 eV
lower in energy.

The @SiH1Si~3!# defect has been attributed to theE28
center.86 Weeks and Nelson40,49 characterized this defect b
bleaching its ESR signal with light, temperature, and an
tical absorption line of 5.39 eV. This line agrees perfec
with the position of the 0/1 switching charge-state level o
@SiH1Si~3!#: Exciting an electron from this level to the con
duction band requires 5.36 eV, in perfect agreement w
experiment. The excitation from the valence band into
defect level would require 6.56 eV. Given the uncertaint
of determining the band edges relative to the defect lev
the assignment of this adsorption should, however, be ta
with a grain of salt.

In order for this assignment of the optical absorption li
to be valid, the position of the1/11 level of E18 or
@Si(3)1O(3)1# relative to the conduction band shou
match the absorption line of 5.9 eV observed by Nelson
Weeks40,49for theE18 center. I have not done that calculatio
but estimate it from the1/0 switching level and the Cou
lomb repulsionU of the@SiH1Si~3!# defect as example of a
s silicon-dangling-bond center. The Coulomb repulsion
the @SiH1Si~3!# is U5esw(0/2)2esw(0/1)52.48 eV.
~This positiveU value for a fixed structure does not contr
dict the negative-U property of the defect, which also con
siders structural relaxations.! The1/0 switching level of the
@Si(3)1O(3)1# defect lies 0.68 eV above the reference e
ergy and 3.45 eV below the~non-DFT! conduction band. By
adding the Coulomb repulsion we obtain 5.93 eV in perf
agreement with experiment. The difference of 0.5 eV
tween the absorption lines ofE28 andE18 can be attributed to
the difference in electrostatic potentials of the positive ov
coordinated oxygen on the one hand and the neutral
fragment on the other. Pacchioni and Ierano recently ca
lated the optical transitions using accurate multirefere
configuration interaction~CI! calculations on clusters.47 As
suggested by Griscom and Fowler,90 they identified the ab-
sorption band of theE18 center with a charge-transfer trans
tion from the silicon dangling bond to the silicon atom bou
to the overcoordinated oxygen atom,47 and obtained an ab
sorption energy of 5.8 eV.

Given that the conduction band is built up of silicon le
els, the charge-transfer transition in the cluster is most lik
the same process as the excitation to the conduction ban
a shallow donor state. The main difference between the
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pictures is the extent of the localization of the final on
electron state. The localization of the final state will be d
termined by a tradeoff between the Coulomb attraction of
conduction electron to the positive@O(3)11Si(3)1# and the
kinetic energy required to localize the wave packet. T
close correlation of the calculated Coulomb repulsion in
silicon dangling bond and the measured difference in abs
tion energies of theE28 andE18 centers indicate that the fina
state for the electron does not have a large Coulomb re
sion, which is indicative of a delocalized state.

Let us estimate the energies and the extent of the w
functions of the donor levels in an effective-mass pictu
Note that in this case the theory discussed below is stretc
beyond the limits of its applicability and that its conclusio
are to be taken only as qualitative guidelines. The emerg
physical picture may nevertheless be instructive. The deg
of localization of a ‘‘shallow’’ donor state is estimated usin
the effective mass ofm* 50.6m0 for electrons at the oxide
conduction band.91,92 The dielectric constant of silica ise r
54.48e0.14 Within the effective-mass approximation, th
donor level is expected atE5(m* Z2e4/(2e r

2\2) below the
conduction band edge, and has a classical radius or 0
5\2e r /(Ze2m* ).

For theE28/Eb8 center we useZ51, which yields a state
0.44 eV below the conduction-band edge and a radius
3.95 Å . In this case the effective-mass approximation m
be marginally applicable, because the wave function exte
over several sites. A correction to our estimate for the tr
sition energy of order 0.44 eV must be considered.

As the radius of the donor orbital is smaller than the d
tance between the two silicon atoms, I describe the dou
positive defect as being twoZ51 centers with one electron
that interact electrostatically. This is analogous to a H2

1 mol-
ecule, which, however, is strongly asymmetric because of
different structural environments of the two centers. In t
bond state the electron would be localized on the dona
silicon atom, whereas the antibonding state would be loc
ized on the electron-accepting silicon atom. In orbital term
nology it may be described as ansp3 hybrid pointing to-
wards the dangling bond. It is therefore not surprising t
the charge-transfer transition which occupies this orbital
forms the SiSi bond of theE38 center. The transition from the
bonding to the antibonding state in the effective-mass pict
is therefore exactly a charge transfer transition. For theE18
center the description of a charge-transfer transition is cle
appropriate, whereas the transition of theE28 center can be
reasonably described as an excitation of an electron into
conduction band.

A still unexplained fact is that the absorption band attr
uted to theE18 and E28 centers can be reversibly intercon
verted by optical bleaching experiments.40 One may specu-
late that the coupling of the two defects occurs via elect
exchange through the conduction band. This process wo
imply the existence of doubly positive oxygen vacanci
probably in the form of a pair of@O(3)1# defects in close
proximity to each other, and singly positive hydrogen co
plexes with an oxygen vacancy such as@SiH1O(3)1# after
g irradiation. These defects could capture electrons thro
their shallow donor levels, and develop intoE18 andE28 cen-
ters.
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Hyperfine parameters

I obtain a Fermi contact term on silicon of 45.1 m
which is in the range of other silicon dangling bonds, s
Table XX. The spin density is clearly localized on only o
silicon dangling bond, resulting in a very small hyperfi
parameter on hydrogen, and no hyperfine parameters la
than 0.2 mT on other silicon atoms.

Hyperfine parameters have been measured by Wee85

Unfortunately the hyperfine parameters of theE28 center have
not been analyzed in the same detail as theE18 andE48 cen-
ters.

Weeks85 ~see also Ref. 93! measured an axial hyperfin
parameter on the hydrogen of 0.14 mT and an equato
hyperfine parameter of20.02 mT, where axial refers to th
direction parallel to the axis of theg tensor. The deviation o
our result from Weeks’ data is in the range expected fr
our methodology. The predictions for the isotropic part
the silicon are 43 mT, which is 2 mT or 4% lower than o
calculations. The calculated anisotropy of 5.7 mT is in go
agreement with the measured value of 5.4 mT.

F. Negative hydrogenated oxygen vacancy†SiH¿SiSi„5…À‡

Interestingly I find that the lone pair in the negative h
drogenated oxygen vacancy forms a bond to a silicon at
which becomes fivefold-coordinated in a trigonal bipyram
dal structure. To our knowledge, this is the first proposal
such a structure. The bonding description of the fivefo
coordinated silicon in this defect is analogous to that of
negative hydrogen: Three bonds involvingsp2 orbitals of the
silicon and a three-center bond~see Fig. 6! in the axial di-
rection, with a doubly occupied nonbonding orbital. The S
bond is 7% longer than the bond the neutral oxygen vaca
@SiSi#, which is attributed in part to the axial bond elongati
and in part to bond strain.

VII. COMPLEX OF TWO HYDROGEN ATOMS
WITH AN OXYGEN VACANCY

Complexes of hydrogen molecules with oxygen vacanc
are of particular interest for Bragg gratings,94 and as an in-
termediate for the interconversion of hydrogen molecu
into atomic hydrogen.95 Bragg gratings invented by Hillet
al.96 are periodic variations of the refractive index of optic
fibers on a micrometer length scale, which are used to re
light of a well-defined wavelength. Bragg gratings expl
the photosensitivity of doped silica towards UV irradiation94

Large index variations have been obtained after prior load
of the fiber with hydrogen.97

As discussed above, hydrogen molecules do not re
with the unperturbed framework. In the presence of an o

TABLE XX. Hyperfine parameters (A in mT! and directions
(u,w in degrees! of the E28 center. Only atoms with hyperfine pa
rameters exceeding 0.1 mT are shown.

A (u,w) A (u,w)

H~1! 0.2 ~47,79! Si~1! 48.9 ~45.6,89!
0.0 ' 43.2 '

0.0 ' 43.2 '
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gen vacancy, however, the hydrogen complex is thermo
namically stable against dissociation, and can form a pai
two SiH groups.

The stability of the pair of two SiH groups is an indicatio
that the oxygen vacancy is not only unstable with respec
complex formation with a single atomic hydrogen, but th
the hydrogen complexes react further with an atomic hyd
gen that forms SiH fragments.

@SiH1SiSi~5!2#1@O~3!1H#→@~SiH!2#

DE523.05 eV,

@SiH1O~3!1#1@Si~5!2H#→@~SiH!2# DE522.84 eV.

This is an indication that there is a large reservoir of bou
hydrogen in the silica that is not active electrically. Hot ele
trons with an energy of approximately 3 eV may dissoci
atomic hydrogen from these silane groups and create ele
cally active hydrogen complexes with an oxygen vacan
from SiH groups under formation of molecular hydroge
such as the hydrogen bridge. This picture is in general ag
ment with the hydrogen model of Griscom2 and DiMaria,
Cartier, and Arnold.3 However, one should note that hy
droxyl groups have yet to be taken into account. Hydro
groups are expected to be even more stable than SiH gro

A. Complex of two hydrogen atoms with an oxygen vacancy:
†„SiH…2‡

An oxygen vacancy forms two silane groups, see Ta
XXI and Fig. 10. In the neutral charge state the SiH bon
are comparable in bond length to that of the hydrogena
oxygen vacancy@SiH1Si~3!#.

The charge-state level for positive charging is loca
3.67 eV below the reference energy. This orbital can be c
sidered an antibonding state between the two hydrogen
oms, or the two SiH-bond orbitals.

TABLE XXI. Structural parameters of the oxygen vacan
complex with two hydrogen atoms,@(SiH)2# and its positive charge
state.

@(SiH)2
1# @(SiH)2#

d(Si(1)-H(1)) 1.600 Å 1.453 Å
d(Si(2)-H(2)) 1.622 Å 1.462 Å
d(H(1)-H(2)) 1.002 Å 1.811 Å
d(Si(1)-Si(2)) 3.879 Å 3.574 Å

FIG. 10. Structure of the oxygen vacancy interacting with tw
hydrogen atoms@(SiH)2# in the neutral~left! and positive~right!
charge states.
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B. Complex of two hydrogen atoms with a positive oxygen
vacancy: †„SiH…2

¿
‡

The pair of two silane groups has an orbital in the low
region of the band gap. By removing one electron from
antibonding orbital of the two hydrogen atoms, the antibo
is weakened considerably, causing the close approach o
two hydrogen atoms. The distance between the hydroge
oms is now only 35% larger than in the hydrogen molecu
see Table XXI. The charging of the doubly hydrogena
oxygen vacancy is sufficient to bring the defect energetic
within the energy of a pair of@SiH~2!Si# and @O(3)1#,
which is likely to provide a pathway for the dissociation
hydrogen molecules.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive study of defects related to oxygen
cancies and hydrogen in quartz has been presented. Hyd
groups and isolated silane fragments have been exclu
from the present study, because the latter two defects
fairly stable and relatively inert. We investigated structu
energetics, charge states, and hyperfine parameters.

Most defects studied can be composed of a small num
of structural motifs such as overcoordinated oxygen ato
overcoordinated silicon atoms, as well as undercoordina
silicon atoms. Silicon dangling bonds@Si~3!# occupied by
one electron are responsible for a suite ofE8 centers. They
exhibit a localized spin that gives rise to characteristic E
signals. In the positive charge state, dangling bonds ha
tendency to attack an oxygen bridge and form threefo
coordinated oxygen atoms@O(3)1#. Overcoordinated oxy-
gen atoms are the classical positive charge defects in si
This defect does not introduce levels in the band gap, ex
a shallow donor orbital below the conduction-band edge. T
absence of deep levels in the gap may cause the slow ch
ing behavior of@O(3)1#-related defects. Doubly occupie
silicon dangling bonds have a tendency to attack silicon
oms, thus forming a defect@SiSi(5)2#. Overcoordinated sili-
con atoms@Si(5)2# can be considered the classical negat
charge defect in silicon. Hydrogen behaves behaves qua
tively similar to silicon dangling bonds: it binds to an oxyge
bridge in the positive charge state, it binds to a silicon at
in the negative charge state, and it does not bind to the la
at all in the neutral state.

With a few exceptions, all defects exhibit a tendency
rebond under electron and hole capture. The large struc
relaxations under charge-state changes result in high re
ation energies of the charge-state levels and charge trap
at the defect. This causes many of the defects to be nega
U defects: they are thermodynamically unstable in the pa
magnetic charge state. This is considered the underly
cause of the general tendency of silicon to oxide charg
and the large level shifts of switching charge-state levels
particular I found that theE18 center, the counterpart of th
Eg8 center in quartz, is too high in energy (;3 eV! to be
formed under normal device operations of MOSFET’s.

Only the hydrogen bridge exhibits small relaxations of t
switching charge-state levels,6 which is a precondition for
carrying a tunnel current in a two-step tunneling proce
which requires the energy dissipation of the electron at
defect to be smaller than the applied voltage. The shift of
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0/2 switching level upon charging is 1.7 eV and that of t
1/0 level is 2.1 eV. At higher voltages of 3 eV relevant f
experiment, the 0/2 transition of the@SiH1Si~3!# can also
contribute to tunneling.

All defects involving a single hydrogen have a thermod
namic charge state within or near the silicon band g
Therefore both positive and negative charge states of th
defects are accessible with a low voltage applied acros
MOS structure. I have attributed the1/2 thermodynamic
charge-state level to the interface state observed 0.2
above the silicon midgap energy inC-V experiments.6

Both the oxygen vacancy and the hydrogenated oxy
vacancy exhibit metastable states. The barrier for the tra
tion between the metastable states increases with the nu
of electrons on the defect, because the transition state is
stabilized by electrons in the high-lyingp state perpendicula
to the plane spanned by the three remaining oxygen ne
bors.

The tendency of silicon to fivefold coordination may su
gest new diffusion mechanisms for oxygen surplus cent
such as undercoordinated oxygen atoms, which may ea
interconvert to a defect with fivefold-coordinated silicon a
oms. Work to investigate such diffusion mechanisms is
progress.

The oxygen vacancy concentration obtained from
equilibrium with the position of the Si/Si2 interface is in
agreement with the measured vacancy concentrations
the interface. In this process, oxygen vacancies can be in
duced into the oxide by oxidizing silicon, which in effec
shifts the phase boundary. Previous assumptions98 were
based on an equilibrium of the oxygen vacancy concen
tion between oxygen interstitials in the silicon, assuming
rigid phase boundary. This tied the vacancy concentratio
the oxygen contribution of silicon. Near the interface, ho
ever, oxygen interstitials in silicon and oxygen vacancies
the oxide both are in equilibrium with the interface, and a
determined by the oxidization process, not by the bulk s
con. Because the formation energies of oxygen vacancie
silica and of oxygen interstitials98 in silicon are similar, the
two models may be hard to distinguish experimentally. T
equilibrium also suggests that the production of oxygen
cancies at the interface is one contributing mechanism
silicon oxidation.

Calculated hyperfine parameters are in unprecede
good agreement with experiments. Thus the previous ass
ments of the ESR spectra to structural models of the def
have been confirmed. Furthermore, these calculations es
lish the accuracy of the PAW method for calculations
hyperfine parameters.
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APPENDIX: HYPERFINE PARAMETERS

The scalar relativistic expression30 of the Fermi-contact
term differs from the nonrelativistic expression in that thed
function in the nonrelativistic expression Eq.~2! is replaced
by a more extended function,

dT~r !5
1

4pr 2
] r

me

M
'

1

4pr 2

2

r T

1

~112r /r T!2
, ~A1!

which is localized within the Thomson radiusr T
5Ze2/(4pe0mec

2). M (r )5me1@e2V(r )#/(2c2) is the
relativistic mass, obtained from the potentialV(r ) and the
one-particle energye. The approximate form is obtained b
replacinge2V by Ze2/(4pe0r ).

When evaluating the anisotropic hyperfine interact
term, we use

] i] j

1

ur u
52

4p

3
d i , jd~r !1

1

ur u3

3r i r j2d i , j r
2

r 2
, ~A2!

which allows the integral for the anisotropic hyperfine p
rameter to be rewritten as

E d3r
ns~r !

r 3

3r i r j2d i , j r
2

r 2

5S ] i] j2
1

3
d i , j¹

2D E d3r 8
ns~r 8!

ur 2r 8u
. ~A3!

This equation shows the equivalence of the electrostati
magnetostatic interaction between two dipoles on the
side and a monopole and a quadrupole on the other side.
expression for the magnetic hyperfine parameters is there
analogous to those for the isomer shift and the electric-fi
gradient. The main difference is that the magnetic hyper
parameter is obtained from the spin density, while the isom
shift and the electric field gradients are obtained from
total density.

Let us introduce here the auxiliary variables

w~r !5E dr
ns~r 8!

ur 2r 8u
~A4!

and

Wi , j~R!5S ] i] j2
1

3
d i , j¹

2D uRw~r !,

which allows us to express the hyperfine interaction as

Ai , j5
geme

\
gNF2m0

3
d i , jE d3rdT~r 2R!ns~r !

1
m0

4p
Wi , j~R!G , ~A5!

whereR is a nuclear position.
In the PAW method, the spin densityns(r )5ñs1ns

1

2ñs
1 is a superposition of the pseudospin densityñs(r ) and

the difference between the one-center expansions of the
spin density,n1(r ), and those of the pseudo-spin densi
-

or
e
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ñs
1(r ). Similarly, we obtainw(r )5w̃(r )1w1(r )2w̃1(r ) and

Wi , j5W̃i , j1Wi , j
1 2W̃i , j

1 from the corresponding pseudo- an
one-center contributions. The pseudospin density is obta
from the pseudowave functions, i.e. the plane parts of
wave functions. The one-center expansions are obtaine
products of partial waves on radial, atom-centered logar
mic grids multiplied with real spherical harmonics. Relati
istic expressions are applied only to the all-electron qua
ties, whereas nonrelativistic expressions are consiste
used for the pseudowave functions and their one-center
pansions.

From the plane wave expansion of the pseudodensity
obtain

ñs~R!5(
G

ñs~G!eiGR,

needed for the contact interaction, and

W̃i , j5(
G

24p^GiGj2
1
3 G2&

G2
ñs~G!eiGR,

required for the anisotropic parameters.99

Some care is needed during the integration because
relativistic s-wave functions diverge near the nucleus asCs

'r A12a2Z221 and because the functiondT cannot be consid-
ered smooth relative to the grid spacing of the radial lo
rithmic grid.

For the integration from the origin to the first grid poin

we represent the density asns(r )5(r /r 1)A12a2Z221( ici r
i ,

where the polynomial is of third order and the coefficien
are obtained by matching the density of the four innerm
radial grid points. The integral to the second grid point
performed using a Taylor expansion ofdT(r ) aboutr 2,

E
r ,r 2

d3rdT~r !r~r !5 (
i , j 50

cix
q1 i~ j 11!

~q1 i !~11x!2

3)
k51

j F 1

11
q1 i

k

S x

11xD G ,

~A6!

where x52r 2 /r T and q52(l21)11. Note that a Taylor
expansion about the origin has a convergence radius of
r T/2 because of the pole atur u52r T/2, so that the resulting
expression would diverge for 2r 2.r T . The expression pro-
vided here converges within 100 iterations forZ>1.

In between the radial grid points, beginning with the i
terval from the second to the third grid point, the spin dens
is represented for each interval of consecutive grid points
a third-order interpolating polynomial. The resulting int
grals can be evaluated analytically.

For the anisotropic hyperfine parameters, we determ
w(r ) on the radial grid by solving the radial Poisson equ
tion for the spin densityns

1 . The matrixWi , j is then obtained
from the l 52 contribution of w(r )5( l ,mwl ,m(ur
2Ru)Yl ,m(r 2R) as
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Wi , j
1 5 (

m,l 52
S lim

r→R

wl ,m
1

ur 2Ru2D F] i] j2
1

3
d i , j¹

2G
3~r 2R!2Yl ,m~r 2R!, ~A7!

which results in

Wxx
1 52A 15

16p
lim
r 2R

wx22y2
1

ur 2Ru2
22A 5

16p
lim
r 2R

w3z22r 2
1

ur 2Ru2
,

Wyy
1 522A 15

16p
lim
r 2R

wx22y2
1

ur 2Ru2
22A 5

16p
lim
r 2R

w3z22r 2
1

ur 2Ru2
,

w

La

a

s.

in,

.

d L
Wzz
1 56A 5

16p
lim
r 2R

w3z22r 2
1

ur 2Ru2
,

Wxy
1 5Wxy

1 5A 60

16p
lim
r 2R

wxy
1

ur 2Ru2
,

Wxz
1 5Wzx

1 5A 60

16p
lim
r 2R

wxz
1

ur 2Ru2
,

Wyz
1 5Wzy

1 5A 60

16p
lim
r 2R

wyz
1

ur 2Ru2
,

using the special form of the real spherical harmonics.
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